More problems for the barnyard crew

Spring is almost here, and things have been picking up again down on the ranch. Now that the snow has melted, Ron, the local rooster, has started flapping his wings full with a barnyard full of os-

Ron has some had such big problems lately with Anne the duck. Once a year or so, Anne and the pigs had made, his good friend Salvatore appeared. At first, Anne was not impressed by Salvatore. To his credit, Salvatore was rather grand. He suggested that we should try feeding him grain. "Unfortu-

Wally’s act was first. He made fun of Ron’s plan to feed the ani-

Johny was next. No one knew what his act was like, be-

Alan performed after Johnny. He brought all the birds to their feet when he said, "Let’s go-

The rest of the animals didn’t think everything was so funny, though. They didn’t care too much about Anne the messy hens, Salvatore the sick geese, or Teddy the seven silly ducks. They just hoped they’d have more to do soon. Some things are just more important than food, so they’ll have to wait a little longer.

They created a plague. A plague out of the bowels of the mind. Pornography is an assault on our senses and our souls. It has created a country of degener-

We are not alone. The Russians could take us over and few would fight. We are a country of moral involution. Yet society seems to want to take over, but in more ways than one. The bottom line is this: By introducing pornography here and in other free countries, the communists are attempting to take over Heaven. By sending us to hell they will triumph over the right to worship the spirit and the world.

Keep Heaven capitalist. Fight, pornography. I appeal to what-

Fauls fundamentalists’ cries against humanism

To the Editor:

I am writing this letter to warn the general public of a dangerous situation which has recently come to my attention. I have it from excellent sources that pornography, that leathemice pastime ad-

Bonugli really ought to try to understand what his "basic American freedoms" are. They are the greatest threat to the individual in the service of the state.

Religious fundamentalism, by contrast, asserts that humans are inherently worthless creatures, deserving of everlasting damnation, whose only recourse is to prostrate themselves at the feet of a tyrannical God. They pro-
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